
SADSVILLE ASSEMBLY 

Key Stage 2 or Year 4 Only 

‘When Tears Flow’ an assembly about FEELING SAD 
 and talking about emotions LINKING TO SADSVILLE BOOK 



Talking About: 

Feelings & Emotions… 

Feeling SAD and CRYING 



Why might someone cry? 



Why might someone cry? 

How do you think these athletes are feeling? 



Why might someone cry? 

How do you think this singer is feeling? 

Have you ever cried at a film? 



Why might someone cry? 

People cry because of a wide 
range of emotions.  



People of all ages cry 

Some people are moved to tears very easily. 

Other people keep their feelings hidden. 



Why might someone keep their 
feelings inside? 

Feel silly 

Don’t want to look 
weak or a sissy 

Don’t want to 
draw attention to 

themselves 

Don’t want to 
hurt other 

people feelings 

Won’t be listened 
to anyway 

Feel they don’t 
matter 



Do you think its good to keep feelings 
inside? 



Bag of Worries 



Small & BIG Feelings 

!  Small feelings come 
and go every day 

!  Small feelings can feel 
very strong at times, 
but these feelings 
aren’t usually a 
problem; they’re all 
part of everyday life 

!  Can you think of small 
feelings that you’ve 
had today? 



Small & BIG Feelings 

!  BIG feelings you feel 
EVERYDAY. 

!  They can change how 
we behave, how we 
see ourselves and the 
world around us and 
how we interact with 
other people. 

!  BIG feelings can be 
really serious 



Talking About It 



A Trusted Adult 

!  a Teacher 
!  a Parent or Carer 
!  Grandparents 
!  An Aunt/Uncle or 

any family member 
over 18 years old 

!  Childline 



SADSVILLE Book 



Being a Good Friend 

Be a good Listener 

Friends share laughter: they share sadness too 



If You’re Feeling Sad 

Are you feeling Good sad or BAD sad? 
Sometimes it’s OK to feel sad – like when your holiday ends, your friend moves away or your pet 
dies. This things are all part of life and the feelings will pass. That’s ‘Good Sad’. 

‘Bad Sad’ is when someone is being mean or asking you to do something you don’t want to do. 
Perhaps something is causing you to be worried or frightened, or your feel sad for no real reason. 
Usually ‘Bad Sad’ goes on for much longer. small feelings come and go but BIG feelings change our 
behaviour and how we deal with others. 

Help Yourself 
Take a step back from the situation you’re in to try to work out what’s making you sad. What would 
make things better? Try to do something that makes you happy. 

Talk to a friend 
Sharing how you feel can make your feel better. 

Talk to a trusted adult 
Like a teacher, coach, parent or relative. They may be able to help you understand if you’re feeling 
‘Good Sad’ or ‘Bad Sad’ and help you in either case. 

Ask for help 
There are organisations like Childline with people who want to help you, so don’t be afraid to get in 
touch. 



If Feelings get too BIG 

0800 1111. 

Calls are FREE from most phones and won’t show up on the 
bill.  

Or go to www.childline.org.uk where you can send a email 
or have a 1-2-1 chat.  


